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As our buildings and communities reopen, driving sales is top of mind for every senior care 
CEO. While many dynamics of the sales process have remained the same, the post-pandemic 
world is rapidly changing and is moving resident’s decision making more online. 

These are the key 3 metrics tracked by top operators:1
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1Data sourced from operators and lead aggregation sites. Web traffic totaled across sites so y axis units are unlabeled to reflect general trends.
*Conversion funnel percentages vary by operator

2021 10–40%*

2020 25–50%*

Lead to 
Tour

2020

2021 35–60%*

20–40%*

Tour to 
Move-In

Growth in web clicks (and leads)
People are actively and furiously 
searching! Web traffic and clicks for our 
sector are up 15–25% from a year ago.
Some sites are reporting over 200% 
increases in web traffic.

Falling lead to tour rate
The Lead to Tour conversion 

rate has fallen as much as 50% 
in some operators for this year 

versus last year.
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2 Rising tour to move-in rate
However, for many operators, the Tour to 
Move-In conversion rate has increased as 
much as 60% this year versus last year to 
compensate for the lower rate of tours.
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Actionable Sales Strategies
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These are Activated Insight’s resident survey benchmarks in terms of resident satisfaction PRE-COVID. 
The three areas that have seen drops during COVID are: Dining, Activities, and Marketing. Activated 
Insights pulse surveys allow for quick and seamless collection of this data.

Drive Word of Mouth through Net Promoters
Know how your customers feel and what they are saying about you. Feedback 
no longer appears just in survey comments. Customers amplify their feelings 
about you in today's connected world. If you have not yet, baseline your Net 
Promoter Score with easy, immediate resident and family surveys.

Showcase customer testimonials
Empower your sales and marketing leaders with the voices of their residents 
describing how and where their community shines. Give them the quotes and 
testimonials that support their Ambassador programs (and better yet – allow 
them to match the right resident with a prospect to have lunch or a zoom meetup.)

Promote your commitment to quality
Stem move-outs by proactively addressing issues that arise through resident 
and family surveys. Across the industry, one in six residents choose to move 
out. Get actionable areas and steps for improvement that stem unhappiness and mass 
exiting of your customers.

Focus on these 3 proven strategies to increase sales this year
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